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The Scuppernong River Bridge spans the Scuppernong River narrows and 
leads into downtown Columbia, the seat of Tyrrell County, North Carolina. 
The drawbridge is at the western end of Columbia's historic commercial area, 
which is a two-block area of Main Street containing one- and two-story 
brick and frame vernacular commercial buildings dating from the early 
twentieth century to about 1940. Two blocks from the bridge, also on Main 
Street, is the Tyrrell County Courthouse, a 1903 two-story brick building 
with round-arched, two-over-two double-hung windows and a porch that appears 
to have been added in the early twentieth century. This section of Main 
Street, extending from the bridge to the Courthouse, is an architecturally 
cohesive area that is locally significant in the areas of commerce and 
government. (It is hoped that Columbia's commercial area will be nominated 
to the National Register \vhen funding for a survey and National Register 
project is available.) The bridge is an important visual and historic link 
to this historic area. A commercial enterprise and public par}< are located 
at the western end of the bridge. US 64 Business is routed over the bridge 
and through the town (Rubach p. 2-3). 

The two-lane bridge Ivas built in 1926 on the site of a timD~r trestle 
and dra,vbridge that also led into Main Street. A private ferry provided 
access during the construction period. The bridge is in its original location 
and has undergone only minor alteration since construction, principally 
significant repairs in 1949 and removal of a tender's house and traffic 
gates. The main span is a steel Warren-type pony truss swing span located 
at the Columbia (eastern) end of the bridge, ,vith 22 concrete-pi Ie-supported 
timber approach spans. The swing span and its rest piers are protected by 
a timber fender system. The swing span, fabricated by the Virginia Bridge 
and Iron Company of Roanoke, Virginia, is 123 feet 4 inches long and consists 
of timber stringers with steel support beams. Rest piers consist of reinforced 
concrete cap supported by twelve IS-inch octagonal reinforced precast 
concrete piles. The center of the s,ving span rests on a 22-foot-diameter 
pivot pier with reinforced concrete cap supported by 37 piles. The manually
operated swing span has no drive motors, braJ<es, speed reducers, nor any 
electrical drive of any kind. The wedges and latch are separated by a 
manually-driven capstan drive. The span is turned by a second manually-
driven capstan. In addition to the main swing span, the bridge has 22 timber 
joist approach spans resting on bents consisting of reinforced concrete caps, 
each supported by three 16-inch octagonal precast concrete piles. The 
wearing surface is bituminous. Overall length of the structure is 566 feet 
4 inc he s . R 0 a d way IV i d t his 1 6 . 8 fee t; 0 v era 11 dec 1.::: wid t his 1 7 . 9 fee t . 
Vertical clearance for navigation is four feet ,vith swing span closed. 
Horizontal clearance through swing span opening over the west channel is 
43 feet where the mean water depth is 35 feet. 
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Summarv 

The Scuppernong River Bridge was built in 1926 across the Scuppernong River 
narrows immediately west of downtown Columbia, the seat of Tyrrell County, North 
Carolina. The 566-foot-long, two-lane bridge consists of a l23-foot-long steel 
Warren-type pony truss s\ving span protected by a timber fender system at the east 
end and twenty-two concrete pile-supported timber approach spans. The swing span is 
turned by a manually driven capstan and has no electrical drive of any kind. The 
Scuppernong River Bridge is locally significant under Criterion A in the area of 
transportation as a distinctive reminder of North Carolina's Good Roads Movement in 
Tyrrell County. As the replacement of a timber trestle bridge, the Scuppernong 
River Bridge was the final element in the construction of U.S. 64 eastward from 
Cres\vell in Washington County across the Piny Marsh swamp to Columbia. Prior to the 
construction of this section of U.S. 64, inadequate roadways across the swamp had 
isolated Columbia and Tyrrell County from much of the rest of the state. Under 
Criterion C, the bridge is of statewide significance in the area of engineering. 
Across the country the swing span was a standard engineering solution for moveable 
bridges in the 19l0s through the 1930s, but most of them have been replaced. The 
Scuppernong River Bridge is not only North Carolina's oldest drawbridge; it also is 
the state's only remaining manually operated truss swing span bridge on its original 
site. The bridge maintains a high degree of integrity as its only alterations have 
consisted of the repairs of bracing and redecking in 1949 and the removal of a 
tender's house and traffic gates. Today the Scuppernong River Bridge provides an 
important visual link to Columbia's historic downtown area. 

See continuation aheet 
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Transportation Context 
As the twentieth century progressed, highways became more important 

than railways. In 1902 the North Carolina Good Roads Association was 
organized, and it favored the establishment of a state highlvay commission 
and provision for highway maintenance by the State. In 1915 the General 
Assembly created the State Highway Commission to cooperate Ivith the 
counties in road building. Two years later the State High,vay Commission 
was authorized to receive federal funds and state automobile license 
fees for the purpose of maintaining roads and bridges. The High,vay Act 
of 1921 directed the building and maintenance of a state system of almost 
6,000 miles of improved roads "connecting all county seats, state 
institutions and leading towns," and authorized a bond issue of $50 million 
for highway and bridge construction. Under the leadership of Frank Page, 
Chairman of the State Highway Commission, an era of unprecedented 
construction of roads began which soon brought fame to North Carolina 
a s the 11 Goo d R 0 ads S tat e 11 ( L e fIe r & N e IV so me, p p. 5 87- 5 8 8, 6 00) . 

There Ivere no paved roads in Columbia before 1926. U.S. Highway 64 
from Creslvell in Washington County to the West through Scuppernong 
Township had been paved, but the pavement ended at the edge of Piney 
Marsh, a swamp in Tyrrell County bordering the Scuppernong River on its 
western bank. The highway did not extend across this marsh, but the swamp 
was spanned by a punching or corduroy road. This causeway was inadequate, 
remaining under Ivater during times of abnormal high tide (Davis, p. 66). 

In 1925 the General Assembly appropriated money to extend U.S. 
Highway 64 across the marsh and to construct a bridge into Columbia. The 
railroad began hauling in material to build the Piney Marsh Road. 
However, this effort was soon abandoned due to engineering difficulties. 
For nearly a year crossing the swamp was impossible for automobiles and 
the town of Columbia remained isolated (Davis, p. 66-67). 

The idea of spanning the Piney Marsh by bridge rather than road 
Ivas conceived by A. J. Cohoon of Columbia. He is said to have supervised 
the construction of the long causeway bridge across Piney Marsh with 
materials contributed by various lumber mills in Tyrrell County. This 
bridge after,vard became a "washboard" road due to it sinking into the 
swamp in places. The Piney Marsh bridge-road connected the timber trestle 
Scuppernong River Bridge with U.S. Highway 64 in Scuppernong Township 
when it was completed. The State Highway Commission paved Columbia's Main 
Street, and constructed the new drawbridge shortly afterward. The 
Scuppernong River Bridge spanning the narrows of the river Ivas dedicated 
in 1927 with much fanfare (Davis, p. 67). 
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Ben Dixon MacNeill, staff correspondent of The News & Observer, led his 
September 7 report from Columbia, as follows: 

"North Carolina crossed the Scuppernong River today over a nelV' 
$90,000.00 bridge and reannexed Tyrrell County to the State amid 
scenes of festivity. It found practically the entire population 
of Tyrrell waiting at this end of the bridge with a welcoming 
hospitality that is not to be encountered anywhere except in a 
newly redeemed and reannexed county. 
"Officially represented by State Highway Commissioner Frank Page 
and Congressman Lindsey Warren, and unofficially by a thousand or 
so visitors from other newly redeemed counties, the State upon 
entering Tyrrell for the first time had but one thing to regret, 
the bridge might have been built and this ceremony staged a long 
time ago (MacNeill, p. 1). 

Schools were closed so that the 2,000 county school children could 
vie\v the parade and witness the ribbon cutting and opening of traffic 
across the river. The parade extended the length of Main Street and 
included twelve floats, one of which bore a beauty queen and her six 
attendants. Citizens hosted a day long barbecue and picnic. Fifty pigs, 
a dozen calves, and hundreds of hens ~{ere furnished. Tons of apples 
were pressed into sweet cider. Barrels of Tyrrell County Irish potatoes 
were made into crisp, brown chips. Local housewives baked cornpone, 
beaten biscuits, pies and cakes enough to fill the football-field long 
picnic table. The day's festivities ended with a dance on the banks of 
the Scuppernong River. 

Twice a year, early spring and late fall, the James Adams Floating 
Theater carne to Columbia. It usually docked on a Sunday about 12:30 p.m. 
After Church servies, crowds gathered on the bridge to \velcome the 
Theater's arrival. It stayed a week and showed plays nightly. A reserved 
seat cost about fifty cents (SwamproQts, 1977, p. 19). 

Maynard Davis was the first bridge tender, opening the bridge alone 
when needed. His daily responsibilities also included manning the traffic 
gates and putting out and taking in the kerosene navigation lamps at the 
extremities of the the fender system. 

Aside from standard repairs, the bridge has been little altered 
during its fifty-six year history. In 1949 the State Highway Commission 
braced up and redecked the bridge. Then in 1957 the continued necessity 
of the bridge was threatened when a 54l-foot, high leve~ _bridge ~as 
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co~structed immediately to the south so that through tY~rric on u.s. 64 
co~~d by-pass Columbia's Main Street (Tyrrell Times, November 27, 1979, 

-'---_.- ). The 1926 bridge remained in place, however, and in 1979 to 1980 
al~ timber was replaced and the swing span was repaired, cleaned, and 
pai~ted at a cost of $125,000.00. A fire near the west end of the approach 
spa~s in 1985 did minimal damage. At present the bridge is in its original 
location with all the original functioning parts in operable condition. 
Cu~rently, North-'Carolina Department of Transportation is pursuing plans 
to remove the only manually-operated pony truss swing span bridge 
reDaining in North Carolina. This threatens the existence of the bridge 
anc its historical integrity with the downtown commercial district and 
co~rthouse in Columbia. 

ENGINEERING CONTEXT AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The Scuppernong River Bridge is the only manually-operated pony truss 
s~~~g-span bridge remaining in North Carolina. It was fabricated by the 
Vi=;inia Bridge and Iron Company of Roanoke, Virginia. The bridge is the 
olcest of the 19 extent drawbridges remaining in the state and is one of 
ni~2 extant truss swing-span bridges. Of these nine, only four are over 
fi~~y years old and only two are manually operated. The two manually
operated'bridges are the Scuppernong River Bridge, which is a pony truss, 
ans the Tar River Bridge at Grimesland, which is a through truss. The Tar 
River Bridge, however, was moved to Grimesland from another, original 
location. The two other historic swing-span truss bridges are in New Bern 
and in New Hanover County. 

The remaining North Carolina truss bridges represent the higher order 
of truss bridge development. They are the result of the later period of 
tr~ss bridge building that applied p~;sical principles to the configurations 
anc quality control to the materials. 

In 1978 the Federal Bridge Replacement Program (Sec. 144) was amended to 
allo~ repair and rehabilitation of bridges. Rehabilitation was defined as 
"major repairs necessary to restore the structual integrity of a bridge 
as ~ell as work to correct a major safety defect." This work was done in 
1979 to 1980 on the Scuppernong River Bridge when timbers were replaced 
anc the metal swing span repaired and painted. 

II The War r e n Po n y T r u s s \" i t h ve r tic a 1 sis 0 n e 0 f the m 0 s t n urrer 0 us 
brid2e types in North Carolina. Most of the 78 ponies in the group cross 
s In a 11 s t r e am sin the r u r a 1 m 0 u n t a ins . " S (I S tat e daD epa r t men t 0 f 
Transportation report in 1979. (North Carolina's Metal Truss Bridges, An 
I !1",-en tor'y and Eva 1 ua t i on, p. 1, 43). Today the Scuppernong River Br idge 
is the only manually-operated pony truss swingspan in North Carolina and 
t~2 §tate's oldest drawbridge. 
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The swing span was a standard engineering solution for moveable 
bridges in the 1910's through 1930's, but in many regions they are ex
tremely rare today because most of them have been removed. From Dela\vare 
to Florida there are probably no more than one dozen swing spans remaining 
out of only two dozen historic moveable bridges. Consequently, the swing 
span bridge is a high priority for preservation efforts. The mechanism of 
these bridges is of primary interest, and the operable hand-cranked type 
is extremely raie (Brown, p.1). . 
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The boundary encompasses the entire bridge, its abutments, its :ender 
system, and the swing span operational area and contains all that is 
historically significant. 
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Beginning at National Geodetic Survey vertical control marker N245 
located on the north side of the Tyrrell County Courthouse, 403 Main 
Street, Columbia, North Carolinaithen westward along and across Main 
Street 645', more or less, to the northeast corner of the easternmost 
abutment of the Scuppernong River Bridge, the point of origin; then 
westward paralelling the truss and approach spans of said bridge 567' t 

more or less, to the northwest corner of the twentieth approach span 
ive s t 0 f the s W" -i on g spa n 0 f sa i d b rid g e n ear the ive s t ban k 0 f the S cup
pernong River (said span abutting the easternmost approach span of a 
concrete bridge leading into Piney Marsh and connecting with U.S. 
Highway 64 bridge); then southward along the westernmost edge of said 
approach span to the southwest corner of said span; then eastward par
alelling the approach spans and truss of said bridge to the southeast 
corner of the easternmost abutment of said bridge; then northward to 
the point of origin; also incorpo~ating four i'lood fenders on the north 
and south ends of the two swing span rest piers, the wood fender system 
9xtending north and south 70', more or les~ from the swing span pivot 
pier, and such space over said river as is required for the operation of 
the swing span (a radius of 65', more or less, from center of said 
swing span); thus describing an imaginary rectangle on an east-west 
axis 567' by 34', more or less, containing the spans, intersected by 
another imaginary rectangle approximately 140' by 130' centered on the 
swing span and north-south fender system and containing these elements 
as well as the four small fenders and the space required for operation 
of the swing span (see accompanying drawing) . 
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The following information applies to all photographs: 

1) Scuppernong River Bridge 
2) Columbia, North Carolina 
3) Laura Wolke 
4) November 1991 
5) N.C. Division of Archives and History, Raleigh, NC 

A. View of east end of bridge with swing span, downtown Columbia in background; to 
the northeast 

B. View of entire south side of bridge from east end, swing span in foreground; to 
the northwest 

C. Detail of gear works under swing span; to the southwest 

D. Detail of fender and swing span; to the north 

E. View of entire north side of bridge from east end; to the southwest 
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